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PHP Arrays: Single, Multi-dimensional, Associative and Object Arrays in PHP 7Apress, 2016

	Gain an in-depth understanding of PHP 7 arrays. After a quick overview of PHP 7, each chapter concentrates on single, multi-dimensional, associative, and object arrays. PHP Arrays is a first of its kind book using PHP 7 that demonstrates inserting, appending, updating, and deleting array data.


	This book also covers...
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Data Mining in Public and Private Sectors: Organizational and Government Applications (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2010

	Data mining has developed rapidly and has become very popular in the past two decades, but actually has
	its origin in the early stages of IT, then being mostly limited to one-dimensional searching in databases.
	The statistical basis of what is now also referred to as data mining has often been laid centuries ago. In
	corporate...
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MATLAB Mathematical AnalysisApress, 2014

	MATLAB Mathematical Analysis is a reference book that presents the techniques of mathematical analysis through examples and exercises resolved with MATLAB software. The purpose is to give you examples of the mathematical analysis functions offered by MATLAB so that you can use them in your daily work regardless of the application....
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Practical Optimization: Algorithms and Engineering ApplicationsSpringer, 2007
Practical Optimization: Algorithms and Engineering Applications provides a hands-on treatment of the subject of optimization. A comprehensive set of problems and exercises makes the book suitable for use in one or two semesters of a first-year graduate course or an advanced undergraduate course. Each half of the book contains a...
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Quantum MechanicsBenjamin Cummings, 2003
The principles of quantum mechanics were formulated by many people during a short period of time at the beginning of the twentieth century. Max Planck wrote down his formula for the spectrum of blackbody radiation and introduced the constant that now bears his name in 1900. By 1924, through the work of Einstein, Rutherford and Bohr, Schrodinger and...
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The Art of Wireless Sensor Networks: Volume 1: FundamentalsSpringer, 2013

	During the last one and a half decades, wireless sensor networks have witnessed significant growth and tremendous development in both academia and industry.  


	“The Art of Wireless Sensor Networks: Volume 1: Fundamentals” focuses on the fundamentals concepts in the design, analysis, and implementation of...
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Statistical Methods for Environmental Epidemiology with R: A Case Study in Air Pollution and Health (Use R!)Springer, 2008

	As an area of statistical application, environmental epidemiology and more speci cally, the estimation of health risk associated with the exposure to - vironmental agents, has led to the development of several statistical methods and software that can then be applied to other scienti c areas. The stat- tical analyses aimed at addressing...
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Particle and Astroparticle Physics (Series in High Energy Physics, Cosmology and Gravitation)Taylor & Francis, 2007
From superstring theory to models with extra dimensions to dark matter and dark energy, a range of theoretically stimulating ideas have evolved for physics beyond the standard model. These developments have spawned a new area of physics that centers on the interplay between particle physics and cosmology—astroparticle physics. Providing the...
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Leadership and Management: A 3-dimensional ApproachTrans-Atlantic Publications, 2007

	The purpose of this book is to provide an overview of leadership and

	management to those of you who are new to the health care field or

	to those lifelong learners who wish to refresh their understanding

	and skills.





	Leadership and management is a large and complex field of

	enquiry with many conflicting views. We...
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Polymeric Hydrogels as Smart Biomaterials (Springer Series on Polymer and Composite Materials)Springer, 2015

	This book is concerned with polymeric hydrogels, which are considered as one of the most promising types of new polymer-based materials. Each chapter in this book describes a selected class of polymeric hydrogels, such as superabsorbent hybrid nanohydrogels, conducting polymer hydrogels, polysaccharide-based or protein-based hydrogels, or...
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Perspectives Of LHC PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), located at CERN, Geneva, Switzerland, will be the world's largest and highest energy and highest intensity particle accelerator. Here is a timely book with several perspectives on the hoped-for discoveries from the LHC.
  This book provides an overview on the techniques that will be crucial for finding new...
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Data Structures and Algorithms Using PythonJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The standard second course in computer science has traditionally covered the fun-
	damental data structures and algorithms, but more recently these topics have been
	included in the broader topic of abstract data types. This book is no exception,
	with the main focus on the design, use, and implementation of abstract data types.
	The...
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